
Some Notes on Gamma ProessesRLW, Draft 1.0June 25, 20141 Gamma DistributionAn exponential random variable X � Ex(�) with rate � has mean � = 1=�, omplimentaryCDF �F (t) = P[X > t℄ = e��t; t � 0;and hene density funtion f(t) = � exp(��t)1ft>0g and harateristi funtion (hf)�1(!) = E[ei!X ℄ = (1� i!=�)�1:It follows that the sum Y =Pj��Xj of � 2 N iid random variables Xj � Ex(�) has hf��(!) = E[ei!Y ℄ = (1� i!=�)�� (1)the �th power of �1(!). A bit of algebra and indution show that the distribution has pdff(x j �; �) = ��(�� 1)! x��1e��x1fx>0g= ���(�) x��1e��x1fx>0g: (2)It turns out that f(x j �; �) of (2) is a valid pdf with orresponding hf ��(!) of (1) forall � > 0, not only integers. The distribution is alled the \gamma distribution with shape� and rate �," denoted by Ga(�; �). Other parameterizations are possible, and appear attimes in the literature| the most ommon alternatives are \shape, sale", the pair �; s forsale s = 1=�, and \mean, variane", the pair � = �=� = �s and �2 = �=�2 = �s2. Thehoie (�; �) is most onvenient for Bayesian modeling and inferene.For integer �, Ga(�; �) is also alled the \Erlang distribution," and an be interpreted asthe length of time until the �th event ours for a Poisson proess with rate �. The speialase � = 1 is just the exponential distribution Ga(1; �) = Ex(�). For half-integers � = �=2with � = 1=2, Ga(�=2; 1=2) = �2� is the \hi squared distribution with � degrees of freedom."
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1.1 Properties of Gamma DistributionsLet fXj � Ga(�j; �)g be independent for 1 � j � n, all with the same rate parameter � > 0but perhaps with di�erent shape parameters �j > 0. Set X+ := PjXj, their sum, and setYj := Xj=X+ for 1 � j � n. Then X+ � Ga(�+; �) also has a gamma distribution withshape �+ =Pj �j the sum of the shapes, and the same rate parameter �, while the vetorY = (Y1; � � � ; Yn) has the n-variate Dirihlet distribution Y � Di(�) with parameter vetor� = (�1; � � � ; �n) 2 Rn+, independent of X+:X+ :=Xj Xj � Ga(�+; �) ?? Y := X=X+ � Di(�): (3)In partiular, eah Yj = Xj=X+ � Be(�j; �+ � �j) has a marginal beta distribution. Forn = 2, the result an be writtenX � Ga(�; 1) ?? Y � Ga(�; 1), (X + Y ) � Ga(� + �; 1) ?? XX + Y � Be(�; �) (4)Using this in reverse one an onstrut independent X := ZB � Ga(�; 1) and Y := Z(1 �B) � Ga(�; 1) beginning with independent Z � Ga(�+ �; 1) and B � Be(�; �).The sum Y =Pj�nXj of iid Xj � Ga(�; �) has exatly the Ga(n�; �) distribution and,by the Central Limit Theorem, approximately the No(n�=�; n�=�2) distribution if n is large.It follows that Y � Ga(�; �)) �Y � �p� � No(0; 1); for large �.2 The SII Gamma ProessIn this setion we onstrut and study a stohasti proess �t indexed by t 2 R with theproperty that its inrements [�(ti)� �(ti�1)℄ are independent with gamma Ga(�(ti� ti�1); �)distributions. Beause these distributions depend only on the length of the interval, andnot its loation, suh proess are said to have \stationary independent inrements," or to be\SII proesses" for short.2.1 First Constrution of Gamma ProessFirst let's onstrut �(t) for dyadi rational t 2 [0; 1℄. Set �0 = 0 and draw �1 � Ga(�; �).For integers 0 � j < 1 and 0 � i < 2j, set n := 2j + i and draw independent randomvariables Bn � Be�2�j; 2�j�; n = 2j + i; 0 � i < 2j:For odd i, de�ne �(t) for dyadi rational t = i=2j by�� i2j� = (1�Bn) �� i� 12j � + (Bn) ��i+ 12j �2



(note that for odd i, �(t) for t = (i � 1)=2 will have been onstruted at stage (j � 1) orearlier). By indution, and (4) with X = �� i2j � � �� i�12j � and Y = �� i+12j � � �� i2j �, allinrements of �(t) are independent and gamma-distributed with rate � and shape � timesthe length of the time intervals.By onstrution the funtion t �(t) is non-dereasing on the dyadi rationals Q, so wemay de�ne �(t) = inff�(q) : q 2 Q; q � tgto omplete the de�nition of �(t) for all real 0 � t � 1. Repeating this onstrutionindependently for eah interval [n; n + 1℄ for integers n 2 Z and pathing the proessestogether results in a onstrution of �(t) with the desired properties for all t 2 R.From this onstrution it is lear that the paths of �(t) are right ontinuous, but it isn'tobvious whether or not they are in fat ontinuous. The similar onstrution of Brownianmotion leads to a path-ontinuous proess; the similar onstrution of a Poisson proess doesnot. The seond onstrution presented in Setion (2.2) shows that almost-surely the pathsof �(t) are disontinuous (on the left) at every point t.2.2 Poisson Constrution of Gamma ProessIn this setion we onstrut the SII gamma proess as a stohasti integral of a Poissonrandom measure. First, a few preliminaries about suh random measures.2.2.1 Poisson Random MeasuresFor any �-�nite Borel measure �(dx) on a omplete separable metri spae X , there exists aPoisson random measure N � Po��(dx)� that assigns independent Poisson random variablesN (Aj) � Po(�j) to disjoint Borel sets Aj � X of �nite measure �j = �(Aj) < 1. For anysimple funtion �(x) =Xj aj1Aj(x)in L1 one an de�ne the stohasti integralN [�℄ = ZX �(x)N (dx) :=Xj ajN (Aj);
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a random variable with harateristi funtion, mean, and varianeE exp �i!N [�℄� =Yj exp �(ei!aj � 1)�(Aj)	= expnZX (ei!�(x) � 1)�(dx)o (5a)EN [�℄ = ZX �(x)�(dx) (5b)VN [�℄ = ZX �2(x)�(dx) (5)The ontinuous linear mapping � 7! N [�℄ an be extended from the simple funtions toall of L1�X ; �(dx)� by (5b). In fat the mapping an be extended further than this, to theMusielak-Orliz (M-O) spae (Musielak, 1983),M := n� : Z �1 ^ j�(x)j� �(dx) <1o; (6)still with hf given by (5a) sine jei!�(x)� 1j � (j!j _ 2)(1^ j�(x)j) for all x 2 X and ! 2 R.2.2.2 Construting the SII gamma proessDenote a �-�nite measure on the on the omplete separable metri spae X = R+ � R by�(du ds) = �u�1e��u du ds: (7)In this ontext, �(du ds) is alled the \L�evy measure" for the proess �(t) de�ned below. LetN (du ds) � Po��(du ds)� be a Poisson random measure on X with mean �. For t 2 R, set�t(u; s) = (u1f(0;t℄g(s) t > 0u1f(t;0℄g(s) t � 0and de�ne a random proess by�(t) = N [�t℄ = ZZR+�(0;t℄ uN (du ds) (8)for t > 0, with a similar expression for t � 0. By (5a) the hf for an inrement [�(t)� �(s)℄for �1 < s < t <1 isE exp �i!�N [�t � �s℄�� = expnZR+�R(ei!u1f(s;t℄g(z) � 1)�u�1e��udu dzo= expn�(t� s) ZR(ei!u � 1)u�1e��uduo= �1� i!=�)��(t�s);4



so inrements [�t��s℄ have Ga��(t�s); �� distributions. Inrements over disjoint intervals areindependent beause N (Aj) are independent for sets Aj � R+ � (tj�1; tj℄ for any inreasingsequene tj.From (8) we get a very lear piture of the sample paths for the proess �(t). If weenumerate all the (random) mass points (ui; si) ofN (du ds), then �(t) inreases by an amountui as t inreases past eah si. The fsig are dense in R, so �(t) is never onstant and in fathas in�nitely-many jump inreases in every nonempty time interval (s; t℄, but the inreasesare summable in any bounded time interval. The number of jumps of magnitude exeedingany threshold � > 0 in a time interval (s; t℄ has distributionJ := N �(�;1)� (s; t℄�� Po�(t� s)�E1(��)�;where E1(z) is Gauss' exponential integral funtion (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964, x5.1)E1(z) = Z 1z u�1e�u du; z > 0:This is �nite for � > 0, so only �nitely-many jumps will exeed any � > 0 in a �nite timeinterval. The probability that the maximum jump in that interval U[1℄ will be smaller thansome number u > 0 is idential to the probability that N (du ds) puts zero points in the set(u;1)� (s; t℄, an easy Poisson alulation:P[U[1℄ � u℄ = P�N �(u;1)� (s; t℄� = 0� = exp �� (t� s)�E1(�u)�;from whih the pdf for U[1℄ is easily available. A similar approah will give the joint pdf forthe largest k jumps U[1℄; � � � ; U[k℄ for any k 2 N.2.3 Stohasti IntegralsOne an onstrut stohasti integrals of L1 simple funtions  (t) = P aj1(tj�1;tj ℄(t) on Rwith respet to the SII gamma proess, just as we did for Poisson random measures earlier:�[ ℄ = Z  (t)�(dt) =Xj aj[�(tj)� �(tj�1)℄then extend by ontinuity to L1 or beyond that to the M-O spaeM := n : ZR �1 ^ ju (s)j� �(du ds) <1o= n : ZR �1� e�1=j (s)j� (s) ds+ ZR E1�1=j (s)j�ds <1o:Any  2 L1(ds) is also in M, but so is (for example)  (s) = jsj� for any  > 1, althoughsuh a funtion is not integrable in any neighborhood of zero and so is not in L1 ( M.5



From this stohasti integral, or from the Poisson representation (8), we an onstrut agamma random measure �(dt) assigning to disjoint Borel sets Bj � R independent gamma-distributed random variables �(Bj) � Ga��jBjj; �� with shape proportional to the Lebesguemeasure jBjj of Bj: �(B) = �[1B℄ = ZR 1B(t) �(dt)= N [u1B℄ = ZR+�R u1B(s)N (du ds):2.4 SII Gamma Random FieldsThe onstrution of a gamma random measure in Setion (2.3) an be done in Rd just aseasily as R1, or on manifolds or graphs or other objets. For Rd, for example, begin with aPoisson random measure N (du dx) � Po��(du dx)� on R+ � Rd with mean�(du dx) = �u�1e��u du dx;where now x 2 Rd is a vetor, and set�(B) = N [u1B℄ = ZR+�Rd u1B(s)N (du dx)to again have a random measure, now on Rd, assigning to disjoint Borel sets Bj independentgamma-distributed random variables �(Bj) � Ga��jBjj; ��. Using suh a random measureone an build LARK semiparametri regression models (Wolpert et al., 2011; Wolpert andIkstadt, 1998a) of the form f(x) = Z k(x; y)�(dy)for kernel funtions k(x; y). Gamma random measures on a graphial representation of a roadnetwork were by Best et al. (2000) to model the unertain amount of ombustion biprodutsgenerated by automobile, oah, and lorry traÆ in a Bayesian epidemiologial analysis ofthe e�ets of road pollution on respiratory disease rates in a midlands English town.3 Approximations & ImplementationThe mathematial onstrution of (8) an't be implemented preisely, beause �(t) is repre-sented as the sum of in�nitely-many non-zero terms. Here we present two eÆient approahesto approximating �(t) with �nite sums
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3.1 TrunationOne approah is to selet a small threshold � > 0 and inlude in (8) only those �nitely-manymass points (u; s) with u � �:��(t) = N �[�t℄ = ZZ(�;1)�(0;t℄ uN (du ds) (9)where N �(du ds) � Po��u�1e��u1fu>�g du ds�:The number J� = N �(�;1)� (0; t℄� of terms inluded is Poisson distributed with meanEJ� = t�E1(��) � t� log(1 + 1=��): (10)This leads to trunation approximations for the SII gamma proess, stohasti integral, andrandom measure:��(t) = Z(�;1)�(0;t℄uN (du ds) ��[ ℄ = Z(�;1)�Ru (s)N (du ds) ��(B) = Z(�;1)�BuN (du ds): (11)3.1.1 Trunation ErrorThe trunation error ��(t) = [�(t)� ��(t)℄ also has a stohasti integral representation,��(t) = ZZ(0;�℄�(0;t℄ uN (du ds);nonnegative with mean and varianeE��(t) = ZZ(0;�℄�(0;t℄ u �(du ds) = ��t; �� := (�=�)[1� e���℄ (12a)V��(t) = ZZ(0;�℄�(0;t℄ u2 �(du ds) = �2� t; �2� := (�=�2)[1� (1 + ��)e���℄: (12b)Both �� and �� onverge to zero at rate � j�j as �! 0. These give the pointwise boundsEj��(t)j2 � (t2�2� + t�2� ) � �2�t(1 + �t)P�j��(t)j > � � (t2�2� + t�2� )=2 � �2�t(1 + �t)=2for eah t and  > 0, but we an do something better than this by using a little martingaletheory. The SII proess Mt := ��(t) � t�� is an L2 martingale with previsible quadrativariation (Protter, 1990, xIII.5) hMit = t�2� ;7



so for eah ; T > 0 Doob's martingale maximal inequality (Doob, 1990, xVII.3) givesPh sup0�t�T j��(t)� t��j > i � T�2�=2 � T��2=2: (13)Together, Equations (10) and (12) or (13) an guide the seletion of � to attain a balanebetween a uniform stohasti bound on the trunation error ��(t) and a stohasti boundon the omputational expense J�.3.2 Inverse L�evy Measure AlgorithmWolpert and Ikstadt (1998a,b) introdued an eÆient method of generating mass points forproesses like these in monotone dereasing order, making it possible to hoose the thresholddynamially or to ensure a non-stohasti bound for J .View the number of Ju of jumps of magnitude exeeding u > 0 on a bounded interval[0; T ℄, for an SII Gamma proess �t, as a random funtion of a dereasing u. This proess hasindependent Poisson-distributed inrements, with (by (10)) mean E[Ju � Jv℄ = t�[E1(�u)�E1(�v)℄. By a monotone dereasing time hange s 7! u(s) := E1�1(s=�T )=�, the inversefuntion to the L�evy measure ��(u;1)� 7! s, we an onstrut a standard unit-rate Poissonproess Ns = Ju(s) � Po(s)indexed by s � 0. If we denote by �n the event times of that proess, the nth-largest jumpof the gamma proess is u(�n), orun = E1�1(�n=�T )=�; n 2 N: (14a)The jump times sn are independent of these, distributedsn iid� Un(0; T ): (14b)This leads to the ILM approximations for the SII gamma proess, stohasti integral, andrandom measure of�n(t) = nXi=1 uj1fsj�tg �n[ ℄ = nXi=1 uj (sj) �n(B) = nXi=1 uj1B(sj): (15)4 Extension: Gamma-StableThe L�evy measure �(du ds) of (7) is the speial ase  = 0 of a larger family of measures,�(du ds) = �u�1e��u du dswhih inludes both the gamma (with  = 0) and the skewed �-Stable (with � = 0), as wellas something new (when both � > 0 and  > 0). Some of its properties are explored in lassnotes (Wolpert, 2012) from a Duke stohasti proesses ourse.8



5 Stationary Gamma ProessesIn some appliations one wants a proess Xt with Ga(�; �) marginal distribution at eahtime t, with (Xt � Xs) rather small for small jt � sj and Xs; Xt nearly independent forlarge jt� sj. The SII proess of Setion (2) doesn't serve that need. There exists essentiallyjust one stationary Gaussian proess Xt with autoorrelation Cov(Xs; Xt) = e��jt�sj, theOrnstein-Uhlenbek Veloity proess. There exists essentially just one stationary Poissonproess Xt with autoorrelation Cov(Xs; Xt) = e��jt�sj, as well. However, there exist manydi�erent stationary proesses with marginal Xt � Ga(�; �) distribution and autoorrelationCov(Xs; Xt) = e��jt�sj. Six of them are onstruted and ompared in lass notes (Wolpert,2014) from another Duke stohasti proesses ourse. Code in R to generate all of them isavailable from the author.
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